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Results concerning approximation to functions analytic on a closed

point set Ra by arbitrary functions analytic and bounded in a region

Ri containing R0 were first established by Walsh [4] in 1938 and

later extended by the present writers to the limiting case where R0

and the boundary of Ri have points in common [S]. It is the purpose

of the present note to continue the study of this problem now in situa-

tions where the approximated function is no longer assumed analytic

at points common to the boundaries of i?o and Ri.

Let the respective boundaries Co and Ci of R0 and Ri be Jordan

curves intersecting in the single point A. We suppose also that Ri

is mapped one-to-one and conformally by w = 6iz), z = xiw) onto

Re w>Miand that this mapping carries C0 onto Re w = uo, Ui<0<u0.

The function/(z) will be said to belong to class 2D if giw) =fixiw)) can

be represented by a Dirichlet series

00

(1)       Z are-**w,        0 = \i<---<\>---, lim X„ = °o,
v=i n—* «

converging to giw) throughout every half plane of analyticity of

giw), uniformly throughout every half plane contained in the half

plane of convergence.

Our main result is the

Theorem. Let the Jordan curves C0 and Cx satisfy the conditions

stated above. Let <p(z) be harmonic and bounded in Ri — R0, continuous

in Ri — Ro — A, and equal to zero and unity on Cq — A and Ci — A re-

spectively. Denote generically by C, the locus <p(z)=<r, 0<<r<l, in

Ri — R<¡ and by i?„ the point set consisting of R0 — A plus those points of

Ri — Rofor which 0 <<p(z) <<r. Let the function /(z) of class 20 be analytic

throughout some i?p, 0 <p < 1, but not analytic throughout any i?p-, p <p'.

Let /j/(z) be the ior a) function analytic and of modulus not greater

than M in Rifor which l.u.b. [|/(z) —futiz) \, z in Ro — A ] is least. Then

limM,oo fidiz) =/(z) throughout Rp, uniformly on any closed subset of R„

and we have
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(2) lim sup [l.u.b. | f(z) - fM(z) \ , z in R, - A]1'1™ M = eCr-#)/(W)>
Af->«

0 g a < p,

(3) lim sup [l.u.b. | fuiz) \ , z in i?,]1"»* * = e(—p)/d-p),       p g <r ̂  1.

Equalities (2) and (3) are known to hold when the approximated

function (not of class 30) is analytic at A. In that event the extremal

functions corresponding to /m(z) for the case where Co and Ci have

no points in common may be employed as comparison functions to

establish (2) and (3) since/(z) can be extended analytically across Co

(see [5]). Such a method of attack is no longer applicable to the

situation of this note. Instead, suitable partial sums of series (1)

will be used for comparison purposes in the proof of the present theo-

rem. Thus, Dirichlet series now enter for the first time the general

study of approximation by bounded analytic functions.

Since the content of the theorem is invariant under an arbitrary

one-to-one conformai map, the situation in the z-plane may be trans-

ferred to the w-plane by the mapping w = 0(z), z = x(w). Set giw)

=/(x(w)), guiiw) =fiiixi'u>)) and let Rew = u„ denote generically the

image in the w-plane of C„, 0<o-<l. We may assume wp = 0, in which

case i<r—p)/il—p)=u,/ui. Equalities (2) and (3) take the following

forms :

(2) lim sup [l.u.b. | giw) — gMiw) \ , Re w = w,]1'10* M = eV"»j

0 < u„ ^ «o,

(3) lim sup [l.u.b. | gMiw) \ , Re w > w„]1/l0fî M = eV"i,       uí = u,-¿ 0.
.M~oo

We state now two properties of series (1) upon which the proof

of the theorem rests [l, pp. 8-9]. Let

n

gniw) = Y a-e-x-w.
v—l

For given u¿ <u, and for all n we have

(4) | giw) — gniw) I   = Ke~u"'Xn+1,        Re w — u„, 0 < u, — u0,

(5) | gniw) |   á K'e-""'^", Re w > uc, «i g «, ^ 0.

Here and below, K and K' with or without subscripts denote con-

stants independent of w and n (or M).

We proceed to establish (2) and (3) in their alternate forms. Let

the numbers u§ , u( satisfy u{ <ui<0 <u'0<u0. Let K{ be the value

of K' in (5) corresponding to u„ = Ui. Forgiven M>K{e~ui'*i choose n

so that
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(6) K{ e-"^* = M < K{ e-^'x«+K

For this choice of n, |g„(w)| =M, Rew>Ui. The function gMiw) is

a function analytic and of modulus not greater than M in Re w>ui

for which the quantity l.u.b. [|g(w) — gMÍw)\, Re w = u0] is least. It

then follows from (4), with ua = u0, K = Ki, and from (6) that

l.u.b. [ | g(w) — gMiw) | , Re w = Mo]

á l.u.b.[ | giw) — gniw) | , Re w = «o]

(7) = Aie-"«'x»+1 < Ki exp{Mo' (log M - log K{)/u{ }

= K2 exp{ iu¿ log M)/u[ }.

Thus, the first member of (2) cannot exceed the second member

when u„ = Uq since w0' and u{ can be taken arbitrarily close to the

respective quantities w0 and u\.

Now let u„, ui  be given with 0<ui <ua<u0.  Choose m0', «/,

Ml  <Mi<0<M, <M0' <Mo, SOthatMi (m0 —Mff)+Mo' (m„ — Mi) — m/(m0 —Mi)

^0. Choice of Mo' and «/ is possible since the left-hand member of this

last inequality is a continuous function of u0' and Mi and is positive

when Mo' =Mo, Mi =Mi. As before let n be chosen so that (6) is satisfied.

Then

| gniw) — gMiw) |  á 2M,        Re w > ui, and from (7)

I gniw) — gM(w) |  < 2A"2 exp{(M0' log If)/«/},        Re w ^ m0.

It now follows, by virtue of Doetsch's three-line-theorem [2] and

choice of Mo', Mi', that

l.u.b.[ | gniw) — gMiw) | , Re w = u„]

(8) = [2M](»«-»">'<«•-«*>[2A2 exp{Mo' log ilf/w/ }$£«»-«»)/(«r-.o

^ A:2' expJM«,' log M/u{}.

Employing (4) once more for given m„ and with corresponding K = K3,

we have because of (6),

I g(w) - gniw) |   = Kze-U°'>"'+1 < Kt exp {ui (log M - log K{)/u{ }

= Kie< lo« */**,        Re w = u,.

This last inequality, the inequality in (8) and an extension of the

maximum principle for subharmonic functions [S], now imply

l.u.b.[ | g(w) — gMiw) \ , Rew t Uc]

g 2 mai(Jr,', A7)exp{(M„' log M)/u{ }.

Since ui and u( can be taken arbitrarily close to u, and Mi respec-
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tively, the first member of (2) cannot exceed the second member.

That the left member of (3) cannot be greater than the right for

M, = Mi is an immediate consequence of the inequality ¡gAr^)! SiAf,

Re w>Mi. Similar inequalities in (3) for general m„, Ui<u„5=0, follow

from (5), (6), (8) by the same methods as those used above to estab-

lish the corresponding inequalities in (2).

Equality in (2) and (3) is a consequence of the three-line-theorem

and the definition of p. The details of proof appear elsewhere [4; 5].

Convergence of gMiw) to giw) follows from (2).

A number of corollaries to the theorem are readily established. It

may be noted that (3) is a consequence of (2) when (2) is known

to hold for the analytic functions /íií(z), not necessarily extremal but

satisfying |/jiî(z) | ^ M in B\\ the proof indicated above remains valid.

When the extremal functions /ju(z) in the left hand member of (2)

are replaced by functions FM(z) analytic and of modulus no greater

than M in Rh but otherwise arbitrary, the expression thus obtained

cannot be less than the right hand member of (2) (see [3]).

If {Mn} is an increasing sequence of positive numbers for which

(9) lim [log Af„+i/log Mn] = 1, lim M„ = oo,

equality still holds in (2) and (3) for this sequence and the corresponding

extremal functions f m Sz). Condition (9) is more general than similar

conditions which have been previously established in the literature.

We give the proof for equality in (2). Then (3) follows from (2) as

already noted. Let M be an arbitrary positive number, MèzMi. We

set FM(z)=fMn(z), Mn = M<Mn+i, where, of course, Mn = Mn(M).

Then for sufficiently large M we have

0 < log Mn = log M < log Mn+l,

1 =   log Af/l0g Mn   <  log M„+l/l0g Mn, Mnú   M   <   Mn+l.

Hence, by virtue of (9)

lim [log M/log Mn] = 1,

lim sup [l.u.b. | /(z) —/m„(z) | , z in i?,
Afn—» »

= lim sup [l.u.b. I /(z)

_ g(tf-p)/(l-i>)_

The strong inequality would contradict the remark made in the pre-

ceding paragraph concerning the FmÍz).

^4Jl/log M„

■ FMiz)\ ,zinR, - A]1'1**1»
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Results analogous to those in (2) and (3) can be obtained by the

same methods used in this paper when we study the companion prob-

lem of approximation to /(z) by functions /m(z) of minimum norm.

Here, for given m (>0), /™(z) is the (or a) function analytic in R\,

with |/(z)— fmiz)\ =m in R<¡ — A, for which l.u.b. [|/m(z)|. z in R\] is

least; [compare 4; 5].
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